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Vermont's Current Use Tax Coalition (CUTC) met Friday at the statehouse to discuss 
the Shumlin administration proposals.  Following a two hour plus meeting attended by 
VFB, VT Forest Products Association, and most of the principal member groups, a 
mixed message emerged.  The CUTC was formed and exists to defend the program 
and develop legislative consensus among those stakeholder groups most directly 
concerned with it's continued existence.  Other members include the VT Land Trust, 
Green Mtn. Dairy Farmers, VT Natural Resources Council and VT Woodlands.  The 
group unanimously voted to oppose both the 3 year enrollment moratorium and the 
30% reduction to the reimbursement rate for agricultural buildings.  That is good news 
and VFB applauds the decision.  The group fell short of consensus on any specific 
alternatives to Governor Peter Shumlin's proposals.  In a split vote on one final motion, 
the group tentatively endorsed a proposal with VFB, VT Tradition's Coalition, VT Forest 
Products Assn. and others abstaining.  
  
That proposal would bring yet another change in the Land Use Change Tax (LUCT) for 
transferring acreage out of the program.  That LUCT increase would result in 500% - 
1,000% increased penalties for removed parcels sold to family, for development of 
non-agricultural business or to pay for health or retirement.  This punitive property 
transfer tax would charge an LUCT based on the full Fair Market Value for the 
removed portion.  Again, VFB abstained from the vote and will oppose such a change 
if it becomes part of any bill.  This type of punitive LUCT was proposed last year by 
Sen. Mark McDonald (D-Orange) last year and failed to survive in the Senate. 
  
Current Use is Vermont's cornerstone system for ensuring tax equity across the 
spectrum of working lands business such as farming, maple sugaring and 
forestry.  Polling by the Vermont Council on Rural Development shows 97% of 
Vermonters endorse the value of the working landscape.  So, why does VFB have to 
fight every year to preserve the goals and benefits of this crucial policy?   
- Economic impacts of Current Use enrolled lands exceed $5.3 billion by some 
estimates, with $3.5 billion coming from the agricultural and forest based businesses 
alone.  Another $1.8 billion is generated from the tourism, recreational (snowmobiling) 
and hunting & fishing related activity. 
- Farm based business accounts for the largest business base of Current Use enrolled 
lands ($2.0 billion) with Forest based business turning a close 2nd with $1.5 billion. 
  
The next time someone complains to you about your land being in a current use 
program, ask them how they would feel if their house was taxed at commercial 



development value rather than at its "current use" as a residence. Why should farms 
and forests that aren't subdivisions be taxed as if they were? 
As promised, both the Agency of Agriculture, Food & Markets (AAF&M) and the 
Department of Forest, Parks & Recreation appear poised to enter into formal 
Rulemaking procedures to update the Accepted Agriculture Practices (AAPs) and the 
Accepted Management Practices (AMPs) for forestry.  That process will commence in 
2015 as a way to assure the EPA that Vermont agriculture and forestry is serious 
about stewardship of Vermont's water quality. 
  
 VFB Members will be asked to participate, comment and ensure that the economic 
viability of land based businesses is the first goal of any draft rules. VFB has concerns 
that some proposed legislation dictates language and standards to be included in the 
final rule, which should rather be a scientific, public process based outcome.  The 19 
year old current AAPs have served well to balance water quality standards with farm 
practice.   VFB has consistently supported adequate field staff and collaborative efforts 
between farms, forestry, citizen groups and AAF&M to achieve the goals of water 
quality statewide. That is the message we will bring to legislators. 
  
Meanwhile, H.35 the water quality and small farm certification bill being considered by 
the House Fish, Wildlife & Water Resources Committee, has mandates for the AAP re-
write, Custom Applicator licensing and watershed restrictions, and a complete re-write 
of the enforcement statutes regarding agricultural water quality violations.  Even 
Attorney General Bill Sorrell was in committee last week plugging for enhanced 
enforcement authority.  He likened the AG need to enforcement statutes currently 
addressing ski areas and landfills, adding that the AG has injunctive powers already 
but needs the teeth of civil penalties.  Under the current statute the Secretary of 
AAF&M has broad powers to order injunctions through the Superior Court and to 
request "Cease and Desist" orders against egregious violators, potentially including 
removal of livestock.   The legislation would remove some steps allowing appeals and 
due process to farms being charged by administrative violations.  These changes are 
unnecessary and plotted to appease EPA officials with a "get tough" approach to 
Agricultural water quality enforcement.  They will not serve their state goals. 
  
Contact any legislator through the Sergeant-At-Arms at (802)828-2228. Contact me at 
(802) 888-9390 or at wmoore@gmavt.net anytime. 
     


